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1.- What are we going to 
talk about?



1.- Dehesa and montado are largely 

known as characteristic landscapes 

located on the Southwestern part of the 

Iberian Peninsula.

2.- Dehesa and montado are as well 

historic agroforestry system (AF), in fact 

one of the more extended in Europe.



2.- Let me invite you to visit 
a dehesa / montado











3.- And now, what about 
travelling far in the past to 

accompany Ulises in his 
return trip to Ithaca?













4.- As time has changed, we 
have other friends to show 

them what dehesa and 
montado are



Flake



Flake



Flake











????







5.- But there are people 
who use to look at this kind 
of sistema as a tremendous 

mess…

























6.- We would like to show 
those people that complex 
systems can only work as a 

whole





7.- Because, otherwise, the 
“right” solution is (over) 

simplification





8.- Specialization, of course, 
may be a sound answer for 

some systems





9.- Others, conversely, are 
made of complexity





10.- And, you know,in this 
kind of fragile systems, an 

excesive reduction of 
conections led to severe 

ecosystems problems





11.- Therefore, this is what 
we have (and we�d like to 

continue having)





12.- Solving some “details” 
in, for example, public aids 

regulation



“Forest” EAFRD?
“Agriculture” EAFRD?



Grazing

admissibility 

coefficient?



13.- The problems are not 
just in the EU arena. We 

need, in a context of climatic 
change, more agility and 

adaptability in laws, 
regulations, views of 

thinking…







14.- In fact…, dehesa and 
montado paradigm has a lot to 

offer us in the nex future





Gracias... ¡Muchas gracias!

Köszönöm!

Thanks!


